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CONTENTS - Word Skills Worksheets: 41-50 
WE RECOMMEND USING THE WORKSHEETS IN THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE: 

A, B, read the Reader, C, D, read the Reader again, F, G, H.  Use E sheets at any time. 

A-SHEETS  -  New Sounds 
41A:  ue, u-e, and soft g 
42A:  ai, kn and ph 
43A:  -are and oy 
44A:  er as in fern, and soft c 
45A:  ir and gu 
46A:  ire as in fire 
47A:  wor as in work 
48A:  ure as in puncture 
49A:  -ous and wa- 
50A:  wr and tion 

 

B-SHEETS  -  Special Words  
The B sheets provide exercises to  
introduce and practise the special words  
for the corresponding Reader. 

 

C-SHEETS  -  English Skills  
41C:  apostrophes 
42C:  punctuation practice 
43C:  commas in lists 
44C:  compound words 
45C:  crossword 
46C:  commas as pauses 
47C:  more punctuation practice 
48C:  quote marks 
49C:  quoting speech 
50C:  anagrams  

 

D-SHEETS  -  Grammar 
41D:  nouns and adjectives 
42D:  parts of speech 
43D:  opposites 
44D:  plurals 
45D:  past endings 
46D:  adverbs 

47D:  parts of speech 
48D:  more parts of speech 
49D:  even more parts of speech 

  50D:  crossword 
 

E-SHEETS  -  Puzzles and Codes 
The puzzles and codes pages draw on 
vocabulary in the corresponding Reader. 
These sheets may be used for students who 
finish ahead of others.    

 

F-SHEETS  -  Comprehension 
The F sheets assume the student has recently 
read the corresponding Reader. 
Comprehension exercises sharpen the 
student’s reading precision and written 
expression. 

 

G-SHEETS  -  Practical English 
The G sheets include: 

● subjects for discussion to enhance 
oral and conceptual development, 

● writing activities using common 
English turns of phrase,  

● and practical writing tasks such as 
instructions, lists or letters. 

 

H-SHEETS  -  Written Expression 
The H sheets include: 

● subjects for story composition, 
● working with the Reader, such as re-

writing the ending or changing the 
perspective of the story, 

● and persuasive writing, where 
students give their reasons to form a 
convincing argument. 
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